
CAMBRIDGE  ARCHAEOLOGICAL  UNIT

Since 2004 Birkbeck College's MA Archaeology students have annually undertaken an experimental archaeology module held 
at the Butser Ancient Farm in Hampshire. This involves a programme of smelting copper and tin ore to produce copper, tin 
and/or bronze. These experiments have looked at the various different ways of smelting the ore based partly on the small 
amount of archaeological evidence available, but mostly on well informed guesswork. These week long campaigns of smelting 
see the students making their own bellows, refractories (including the tuyere air pipes and crucibles), furnaces, and finally their 
own metal – a complete process seen through from start to finish. All the variations in these experiments, including the plotting of 
the different temperatures, weights and volume(s), are recorded, whilst the preparation of the materials and tools for the 
smelting also involves the use of a range of different prehistoric technology skills.

These valveless bag bellows are cut out from skins, sown and sealed, the wooden 
nozzle pipes at their ends made either from sectioned bamboo or from elder stem burnt 
through in the middle.

The refractory mix is made from a third proportion of clay, sharp sand and straw mixed 
with animal dung. This is kneaded, then rolled into a slab from which the small crucible 
pots and lids, collecting pots, and the tuyere furnace pipes are made. These are then 
laid round to dry, and finally be fired, within one of the roundhouse hearths.

Here you can see an open bowl furnace being 
constructed and lined with clay. These furnaces 
are quite good for crucible smelts, as well as for 
the melting of metal.

These furnaces utilise the depth of the bank for constructing a shallow 
shaft. The use of this shaft helps to improve the furnace by considerably 
reducing heat loss, by raising reducing conditions, and being much 
more economical on the use of fuel.

Reconstructing the Smelting Operation
Making the Bellows, Furnaces and Refractories


